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FROM THE DESK OF THE
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FROM THE DESK OF THE
CHAIRPERSON

“Our guiding principle is constant change and upgrading ourselves
to cater to the needs of our students, creating the state of

constructive knowledge, infrastructure for our students, instilling
in them the ability to learn so that they can face any challenge

anywhere in the world."
Education is the process of awakening the thirst for knowledge and
kindling the inquisitive spirit that leads to the overall development

of students. We, at KMS, try to lead the legacy of imparting
education that prepares the students intellectually for mature life
giving utmost care to their values. An effective educational system
should have a holistic approach that prepares the students for the

workforce and to take optimum advantage of the rich opportunities
offered by the business community. To keep a parallel road with

challenges and trends in the world and keep our curriculum
updated for the same.

Dr. Ved Prakash
Tandon



The world is changing, and to prepare our children for the changing world at an
accelerated pace, we need to change the way we educate them. In the 21st century,
educators at Kamal Model School help the students to connect with the world and
understand the issues that our world faces.
At KMS, we try to be the nerve centers, a place for teachers and students to connect with
those around them. We at KMS, Mohan Garden, inculcate strong values, character
building, life skill based activities, value driven exercises, patriotism, edifices with a
strong sense of association, with persuasive aim of holistic growth for all.
The school aspires to create an educational ambience which focuses on the development
of potential, encourages originality in thought and action, promotes heritage, sensitivity
for environment and promotes internationalism.
Our mission is "To develop and equip the youth of India to face the challenges of the 21st
century”. We stride with a strong belief that
"Great men were children once and children can be great men some day”.
We believe that education should enable the students to soar high – morally, socially and
spiritually.

FROM THE DESK OF THE
PRINCIPAL

FROM THE DESK OF THE
PRINCIPAL

Dr. Vandana
 Tandon 



It is very rightly said that ‘’Education is a shared
commitment between dedicated teachers, motivated students and enthusiastic parents with high
expectations’’.
At Kamal Model Sr. Sec. School, we strive to give every student the opportunity to express
themselves through a carefully planned curriculum. Each child has his own unique quality and as
an educator, it is our responsibility to nurture and develop every learner in their formative years.
Our school opens its gates every morning to the non-stop chatter, giggles and happy feet of children
eagerly rushing into the school, looking forward to a day of fun and action.
Children at Kamal Model Sr. Sec . School are exposed to a holistic play way method. Learning may
be expressed in a variety of ways through language, play, drama, art, music and movement. We
help children to develop their innate curiosity about the world around them.
 Children are involved in in-depth thinking, lateral thinking and hands-on experience to retain
knowledge which helps them in their growing years. They are motivated to move from unknown to
known, concrete to abstract and local to global. The holistic and joyful learning that happens here
brings the children back to their roots even after they have moved to other sections.
We as parents and teachers are responsible in laying the foundation for their success, both
academically and personally throughout life. Let us always remember every child is unique,
limitless and ready to shine!

FROM THE DESK OF THE
ACADEMIC DIRECTOR

FROM THE DESK OF THE
ACADEMIC DIRECTOR

Mrs. Sakshi
Tandon



Somewhere, something incredible is waiting to be known.”
At KMS we believe that ‘children must be taught how to think, not

what to think.’ We provide an open environment where students are
encouraged to put their best foot forward to achieve academic,

sporting and social excellence. Students are provided with platforms
in the form of various inter-class, inter-house and inter school

competitions, where not only the inborn talent of the child is polished
but also confidence is built and their personality is enhanced.

Our school curriculum is carefully crafted  to deliver quality education
to children. To meet the needs of high standard of education, we
incorporate the best and innovative practices of  education and

technology together. Also, we understand the importance of role of
teachers in the welfare and progress of children so efforts are made to

equip our educators with the essential advanced trainings.  
I strongly believe that true education should instill knowledge,  skills

and values among children. We work along with faculties to motivate  
children to become noble citizens of tomorrow.

FROM THE DESK OF THE
ACADEMIC DIRECTOR 

FROM THE DESK OF THE
ACADEMIC DIRECTOR 

Mrs. Pramila
 Mishra



Global release 



Leadership Excellence Award hosted by the TIMES
GROUP was conferred upon Dr. V.P. Tandon & Dr.

Vandana Tandon for their outstanding contribution
the field of Education. 

The event witnessed the felicitation of  Mrs. & Mr.
Tandon by two distinguished guests, renowned

Bollywood actress Rakul Preet and Mr. Virender
Sachdeva, the President of the Bharatiya Janata Party

(BJP), Delhi to recognize their unwavering commitment
to shaping young minds and transforming the

educational landscape.

Excellence
Award

Click Here

https://www.facebook.com/100037030632179/posts/pfbid02Df1WdTCPLyqVRcMFwKsqaPwcKxJZZztmhTGYmUdM4s8GaGsqdKGMDayh1trAskiwl/?mibextid=cr9u03


Media Coverage Media Coverage 

Click Here

https://m.facebook.com/story.php?story_fbid=pfbid0m6UruR4DaAVTCA3FrwHPmzLDxsu7GRPyxeakxYnMLQwQQy6t8TWXSsWZEoZisx6ml&id=100037030632179&mibextid=Nif5oz


It was a great honor for the 
entire Kamal Model Sr. Sec. 

School fraternity to welcome 
our distinguished guest 

– Indonesian delegates on
 25th August 2023. Under the 

leadership of Dr. V.P. Tandon, the Chairperson of the school and
Dr. Vandana Tandon, 

the Principal of the school, the delegates accompanied by Dr.
Sumita Singh from Dr. B R Ambedkar College were given a

heartfelt welcome. The delegates Dr. Sunarno Basuki, M.Kes.,
AIFO Dean FKIP, Dr. Chairil Faif Pasani, M.Si. Lecturer, Prof. Hj.
Atiek Winarti, M.Pd., M.Sc Vice Dean Academic FKIP, Prof. Dwi

Atmono, M.Pd. Vice Dean - Student Affairs FKIP, Prof. Imam
Yuwono, M.Pd. Vice Dean - General and Account Affairs FKIP, Dr.
Nanik Mariani, M.Pd. Head - Collaboration and People Connect,

ULM, Yusuf Al Arief, M.Hum Lecturer, Ravi Makhija, MBA
Director - TIE UPS International Representative - ULM in India,

Farhan TIE UPS International were present to observe how
effective our curriculum is, what strategies we implement, the

principles of holistic approach and the unique patterns followed
by us. This helped them to compare the existing education

system at India and Indonesia. 

Indonesian Delegates
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ESSAY WRITINGESSAY WRITING

Our school organised an Essay Writing activity under 'Ek
Bharat Shreshth Bharat'Campaign (Paired state Delhi-
Sikkim).Essay writing helps students to apply critical
thinking and creativity in writing. They present their

opinions, thoughts and feelings in such a way that will
convince readers.  

🔺 The main goal of an essay writing is to help the writers
to look at a topic from different angles. The purpose of
this activity was to bring forth creativity, unique ideas,

skills of students. 
 Click here

https://youtu.be/m54xNj7qXlM


Our school has organised an activity named  
Sikkim Toy making for the children to know

about the Sikkim’s culture and tradition.
Sikkim is a small  located in the northeastern

region of India, known for its rich cultural
heritage and traditional handicrafts. 

Sikkim Toys are typically made by artisans
using natural materials such as wood,
bamboo, and clay. These materials are

locally sourced and are often used to create
traditional toys that have been passed down
through generations. Sikkim toys also have

an educational value, as they can teach
children about state’s culture and history. 

Toy makingToy making

Click Here 

Involving them in the creation of DIY
 toys at school fosters a sense of

accomplishment and nurtures their 
creativity. In the process, students 
learnt valuable skills such as motor
development skills, co- operation,

collaboration, and resourcefulness as
 they transform everyday

 household items into imaginative
 playthings. Toys can stimulate their

concentration levels and improve their
attention span and memory.They enjoyed

 a lot this activity.

https://youtu.be/MLNF2_O272o?feature=shared
https://youtu.be/MLNF2_O272o?feature=shared


Traditional water
purification methods
Traditional water

purification methods

Sikkim is a very beautiful place located in the northeast
part of our country India. A part of the Eastern Himalayas,

Sikkim is notable for its biodiversity, attractive folk
dances, traditions, customs of different tribes and castes

and mesmerizing water bodies and amazing traditional
methods to conserve these as well. The students of class
10th of Kamal model senior secondary school conducted a

special Assembly on Traditional methods of water
purification in Sikkim and Delhi to create awareness about
the importance of using different methods to purify water

and how the people of Sikkim can adopt the modern
methods used in Delhi to purify water. Also, how Delhi can

adopt traditional methods used in Sikkim.

Click Here 

https://youtu.be/e632mUa6L80?si=AKL15hqX2ThqXcc-
https://youtu.be/e632mUa6L80?si=AKL15hqX2ThqXcc-




INDEPENDENCE 

SPECIAL 

ASSEMBLY 

DAY

ON



India, a nation steeped in history and rich
in culture, marked it's 77th.  Independence
Day this year. As the calendar turns to
2023, the country stands on the brink of
celebrating 76 years of freedom. 
This day is a rememberance and an ode to
all the sacrifices made by our freedom
fighters and ancestors in order to gain
freedom from the British Raj. 
With grand celebrations planned across
the country, the Primary wing of Kamal
Model Sr. Sec. School also contributed
their part through their own charms.
📍Class 1 - A wonderful way to celebrate
Independence Day is through art and craft,
where young minds can explore their
imagination while creating vibrant tributes
to the nation's flag. Our class 1 students
made Indian Flag using vibrant tricolour
cereals. This activity not only fostered a
sense of national pride but also allowed
kids to engage in hands - on activity that
brought out their artistic flair. 

INDEPENDENCE DAY INDEPENDENCE DAY 

📍Class 2 - A singing competition was held where kids sang different
patriotic songs and to feel deeply connected with the martyrs. Singing
patriotic songs together brought them closer to understand the
importance of Independence Day. Also the excitement that comes
with it was simply amazing.

📍Class 3 - Students of class 3rd organised different skits depicting
the struggle for freedom or other significant historical events. This
encouraged teamwork, fostered creativity and a deeper understanding
of the past. 

📍Class 4th - Firstly, the students brought Tricolour food which
included variety of dishes like Tricolour Idli, Pasta, Pulao, Sandwich,
Fruits, Snacks etc. After lunch, the Independence Dance Competition
started. All the sections of class 4 had been asked to prepare dance
highlighting the culture of the state assigned to them. 

Our students performed very enthusiastically and marked "UNITY IN
DIVERSITY". On this pleasurable day, a sense of pride and happiness
soaked everyone.

https://youtu.be/NJimWVhoSSE?feature=shared
https://youtu.be/biSmjvDS3Ic?feature=shared
https://youtu.be/S-yjmGFkorU?feature=shared


We are rejoiced to reminisce the day of August
14, 2023 as the celebration of India's 77th

Independence Day in school premises. Singing
patriotic song and dance performance were

followed by flag hoisting by our honorable Madam
Principal Dr. Vandana Tandon and Ms. Sakshi

Tandon. 
Special Assembly was organised in the

auditorium. A spell bound patriotic music
assembly was performed, followed by a role play
introducing and explaining the _*New Education

Policy*_ that consisted of several dance
performances, primarily showing Vedic Education

and Modern Education. Special children were
encouraged for their enchanting dance

performance.

77TH
INDEPENDENCE DAY

77TH
INDEPENDENCE DAY



. Card and Poster Making on unrevealed
heroes 

2.Deshbhakti Kavita Vachan
3. Role Play

4.Dance On Patriotic Songs

The Event concluded with the essence of patriotism and
liberty through messages of unity and hope. Independence
Day was celebrated with great enthusiasm and respect at
KAMAL MODEL SENIOR SECONDARY SCHOOL. The school
decorated with Tricolour saffron, white and green balloons

and flags welcomed the eyes of all to the function. The
students came in proper school uniform.

Students of Class 5th (All
Sections)  also celebrated the
day by holding events where
students give Solo Dance  

performances, participate in
Role play of  “FREEDOM

FIGHTERS”,Kavita Vachan , Card
and Poster making that

showcased their creativity and
dedication towards

commemorating India’s freedom
struggle:

77TH INDEPENDENCE DAY77TH INDEPENDENCE DAY

https://youtube.com/watch?v=FcEy2rbnI1w&feature=share
https://youtu.be/tVQ9vas8j2E


India's Chandrayaan 3 has
created history by soft
landing on the Moon on
August 23 � 🚀. It was a joyous
occasion and a matter of
pride for Indians across the
globe. 🌕🚀. To show our
patriotism and pride towards
this great achievement, the
students of class 11 of our
school prepared a video on
the soft landing on the Moon
which was displayed in all the
classes via smart boards on
25th August. the delegates of
Indonesia who were on a visit
to our school praised their
efforts.

Chandrayaan
3

Chandrayaan
3

Click here

https://youtu.be/e-qRiHI7xRI?feature=shared


Raksha Bandhan, the auspicious day was celebrated at Kamal Model Sr. Sec. School.
The concept of Raksha Bandhan always has a mutual commitment of safe-guard,

protection, and bonding in our family, organisation, school and the society.
In our school, students tied rakhi to each other followed by meditation for a minute.
We also took sankalp on Raksha Bandhan that we will always take care of our mother

earth and entire humanity, our behaviour and each step would be in favor of the
society, and nature.

Click here 

The Handmade Rakhi Initiative organized by the Crazy Artsy Club was a heartwarming
endeavor aimed at expressing gratitude and solidarity towards the brave soldiers who
tirelessly safeguard our nation. Through this initiative, members of the Art Club came
together to create handmade rakhis as tokens of appreciation for the selfless service

rendered by our soldiers. The initiative revolved around the concept of crafting handmade
rakhis that symbolize not only the bond between siblings but also the nation's appreciation

for the sacrifices made by our soldiers. Participants were provided with an array of
 artistic materials to create unique and personalized rakhis, each carrying a message of

respect, love, and gratitude.

https://youtu.be/EbAaCPZebcg?si=rj8fYHeWPCnO8ZN4
https://youtu.be/EbAaCPZebcg?si=rj8fYHeWPCnO8ZN4


Onam celebration

Onam, the festival of happiness, peace, prosperity and 
flowers was celebrated with great zeal by the students of
class primary wing Kamal Model Sr. Sec. School. The
activity was conducted by the students wherein they made
rangoli with the help of pulses. Paper boat, poster making
and story telling were some more activities that were
conducted that day.
Students spoke on the importance of Onam and also they
recited different stories related to it.  Students participated
in this program with great enthusiasm and joy. The activity
was conducted to understand the importance of Onam. It
taught us to be united inspite of diversities. Thus, it was
indeed a visual treat to see the great celebrations of our
students.



INTERHOUSEINTERHOUSE
CLUBCLUB  

ACTIVITIES’ACTIVITIES’  
BAGLESS DAYBAGLESS DAY



The Elegant Talkies

VI - XII





Data collection
Presentation Skill
SDG goals
Quality Education
Gender Equality

A short video was shown on organ donation and ask the students to represent the
clips according to their own perception. Moving forward, it related to poster and
slogan preparation. Students has participated with lot of enthusiasm and zeal. After
that Painting and slogan Competition was conducted in relation to spread awareness.
Rally was organised and students moved in different classes to aware the students
about pros, and cons of organ donation. Our club activities has been ended by taking
a pledge In favour of Organ donation. 

Learning outcomes:-

Engima Fornite



The aim of this activity is to educate and encourage young minds.
To understand the importance of elections, the democratic process, and the
significance of active participation in shaping the future of their country.
To involve creativity and engage content through posters, this initiative seeks
to empower students.
To become informed and responsible citizens.

creative learning
-Generous 
Dedicated to work

 Students of ELC group had made their poster related to election awareness.
Students of class represented their poster and explain what their poster indicate.
Preparation of election manifesto related to elections.
Students made their sustainable tote bag out of spare cotton t- shirt.
To learn the practice of recycling and refusing.

Learning Outcome -

SD Goals - 
1.Promoting Sustainability: Encourage students to use their tote bags instead of
single-use plastic bags. Tote bags are not only eco-friendly but also stylish and
practical. They can be used for shopping, carrying books, or as a general-purpose
bag.
2. Customization: Students can get creative and personalize their tote bags by
adding designs, fabric paints, or patches. This makes the tote bag unique and
showcases their creativity.
3.Preparing an election manifesto is a crucial aspect of any political campaign. It
provides a roadmap for the party's or candidate's vision and policies. By
following the steps outlined in this report, students of class 11th and 12th can
gain insights into the process of creating a well-structured and effective election
manifesto.

*MORAL VALUES*
1.
2.
3.

Electoral Literacy
 Club



To encourage the students, Teachers of Kamal Model Sr. Sec. School have
conducted competitions on these activities and Hence announced the winners

of Respective Houses- GANDHI HOUSE, SUBHASH HOUSE, VIVEKANANDA HOUSE
AND NEHRU HOUSE.

This bagless day has become a memorable day for students as well as teachers.

Learning outcomes - 
Students will be able to express their views on WASTE MANAGEMENT

and PATRIOTISM , get empathise with the sacrifice of our freedom fighter.
Students will be able to apply knowledge to cater questions on speech

given by them and develop a sense of Patriotism.

Students of Eco Club started their activities with the Patriotic Song sung by them.
Afterwards, Students Presented Speech on the contribution of freedom fighters like

BHAGAT SINGH, SUBHASH CHANDRA BOSE, MAHATMA GANDHI etc. For National
Independence. They were very excited and enthusiastic to present their speech in

front of other students and welcomed questions afterwards. The Fragrance of
PATRIOTISM was surrounded all around . With the end of speech students have taken

pledge to serve their country. The Fragrance of PATRIOTISM was surrounded all
around. With the end of speech students have taken pledge to serve their country.

Lastly this amazing activity day was concluded with their creativity. Students have
passionately shown their creativity by RANGOLI COMPETITION and POSTER MAKING

ACTIVITY FREEDOM FIGHTERS, NATIONAL FLAG, NATIONAL SYMBOLS etc. Have filled
the students with great zeal of Patriotism and respect for our national leaders.

Green Panther 
Club



Students were present in the event from 4 houses Gandhi House, Nehru House,
Vivekananda House and Subhash House. The Handmade Rakhi Initiative organized by
the Crazy Artsy Club was a heartwarming endeavor aimed at expressing gratitude and
solidarity towards the brave soldiers who tirelessly safeguard our nation. Through this
initiative, members of the Art Club came together to create handmade rakhis as tokens
of appreciation for the selfless service rendered by our soldiers.
The initiative revolved around the concept of crafting handmade rakhis that symbolize
not only the bond between siblings but also the nation's appreciation for the sacrifices
made by our soldiers. Participants were provided with an array of artistic materials to
create unique and personalized rakhis, each carrying a message of respect, love, and
gratitude.

              Learning outcomes - 
● Students will be able to think out of the box for innovation.
● Students will be able to showcase their creativity.
● Students will learn about different patterns.

             Sustainable Development Goals (SDG) - 
• SDG 4: Quality education
• SDG 8: Decent Work and Economic Growth
• SDG 9: Industry, Innovation, and Infrastructure
• SDG 11: Sustainable Cities and Communities:
• SDG 16: Peace, Justice, and Strong Institutions:
• SDG 17: Partnerships for the Goals
            Moral values - 
• Education for all.
• Environment awareness
• Dedicated to work.
• Collective learning
• Punctuality

Crazy Artsy
 Club



Learning outcomes - 
● Students will be able to think

out of the box for innovation
● Students will be able to show

their creativity
● Students will think for how
technology changing our life

Sustainable Development Goals
(SDG)

● Leadership.
● Communication skills.
● Gender equality.
● Quality education

Moral values
* Education for all.
* Everyone is equal.
* Dedicated to work.

* Collective responsibility.
* Open minded and able to think

logically.

Students were present in the event
from 4 houses Gandhi House, Nehru

House, Vivekananda House and
Subhas House.
 Idea Creation

Students present their innovative
ideas in different fields like

digitalised economy, Trends setter
etc. which will help society and are

also profitable.

Innovation Club



Health & wellness club
Month- August
Theme- Beware of addictions
Students make posters/ write slogans of hazards of addictions and types of
addictions
Activity 1- Poster making / slogan writing on topic Avoid addictions
Result- 6 th class- Gandhi House- Priyanshi
7th class- Subhash House- Ishani  7 H
8th class- Nehru House – Mayank 8 F
9th class- Vivekananda House- Anany Mishra 9 D
10th class-Subhash House- Daksh Thakur 10F
11th class- Gandhi House- Riya Jha 11 B
 
 
Activity 2 – Role Play- Prevention of addictions
Students act on the different types of addictions & show its harmful effects throug
a role play.
Result- class 6- Subhash House- Srijan & team 
Class 7-Subhash House- Ishani 7H, yukta- 7 b, Vanshika 7 G, Janvi- 7B
Class 8- Nehru House- Mayank 8 F
Class 9- Vivekananda house- Ananya Mishra9 D Ananya- 9 I, Dipanshu 9 I, sneha 9 D
Aman- 9 I
Class 10-Subhash House- Srishti 10 A, Daksh, Anand, Abhay
Class 11- Gandhi House- Riya, Kashwini,  Sanjukta, Ankit.
 
 

Health and Wellness
 Club



Some of the key learning outcomes from these activities include:

As the vibrant colors of patriotism filled the air, our mathematics club embarked on a journey of
celebration and learning on the auspicious occasion of Independence Day. With hearts
brimming with pride and minds eager to explore the wonders of numbers, our club members
gathered to commemorate this significant day in our nation's history. The club activities unfolded
with a fervour unmatched, as we delved into the realm of mathematics, intertwining the spirit of
independence with the beauty of numerical concepts. With each equation solved and problem
conquered, we not only celebrated our freedom but also embraced the power of knowledge and
the limitless possibilities it holds. Following activities were conducted:-
(1) Making Indian flags according to the standard ratio of the Indian National flag.

(2) Drawing histogram on India’s literacy and GDP rate 2000-2023.
(3) Making tricolour badges using different types of shapes.
(4) Movie- ROCKETRY: THE NAMBI EFFECT and asking questions regarding it.
(5) Making masks of freedom fighters.
(6) Dance on patriotic songs using different types of polygons.
Overall Winner - GANDHI HOUSE!
The club activities on mathematics in our class have yielded valuable learning outcomes for the
students through their active participation and Students developed a range of skills and
knowledge that will benefit them academically and beyond.

• Enhanced problem-solving skills
• Improved critical thinking
• Strengthened mathematical knowledge
• Effective teamwork and collaboration
• Increased confidence and enthusiasm for mathematics

These learning outcomes highlight the positive impact of the club activities on student's
mathematical skills, critical thinking abilities, teamwork, and overall enthusiasm for the
subject.
The club activity aligned with several Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs), contributing to
a holistic approach to education and fostering a positive impact on society. These goals include:
• Quality Education
• Gender Equality
• Reduced Inequalities
• Sustainable Development

Figuriesta Club



१४/८/२०२३ को कमल मॉडल सी�नयर सेक� डरी �कूल म� छा�� के बीच इंटर-हाउस ��तयो�गता
आयो�जत क� गई। �जसम� �ह�द� सृजन �लब के �व�ा�थ�य� न ेपूर ेमनोयोग स ेभाग �लया। यहां

क�ावार �रपोट� द� गई
 

�श�ण अ�धगम गहन �च�तन, सहयोग, सहभा�गता, आ�म�व�ास, रचना�मक, कौशल का
�वकास आ�द

 
कमल मॉडल सी�नयर सेक� डरी �कूल म� अंतर सदन ��तयो�गता का आयोजन �कया गया,
�जसम� क�ा छठ� के �व�ा�थ�य� न ेउ�साह स ेभाग �लया। भू�मका *�नवा�हन*��तयो�गता का
आयोजन �कया गया ��तभा�गय� न े�वतं�ता सेना�नय� के बार ेम� अपन े�वचार और भाव ��

�कए।
 

�वतं�ता �दवस पर ब�� न ेक�वता वाचन करके अपने मन  के भाव� को बड़ी ही कुशलता से
�द�श�त �कया उनके एक-एक श�द म� देशभ�� क� भावना झलक रही थी और अपन े�वतं�ता

सेना�नय� के ��त स�मान भी  झलक रहा था।

राखी तथा �लफाफा ��तयो�गता - 
छा�� न ेबढ़ चढ़कर रखी तथा �लफाफा ��तयो�गता म� भाग �लया राखी स ेसंबं�धत क�वताएं

सुनाई कहानी सुनाई तथा �लफाफे म� �वतं�ता सेना�नय� के �लए प� �लख�।
 
�लोगन और पो�टर ��तयो�गता - इन ग�त�व�धय� म�  �व�ा�थ�य� का �दश�न सराहनीय और
�शंसनीय रहा इस तरह क� ग�त�व�धय� स ेछा�� का सवा�गीण �वकास होगा। उनम� उ�साह का
भी संचार होगा।

 

Srijan Club



 1.Innovation Club- Gandhi House
 2 . Electoral Literacy Club - Gandhi House

 3 . Srijan Club- Gandhi House
 4 . Figuriesta Club - Nehru House
 5. Elegant Talkies- Gandhi House

 6 . Enigma Fortnite- Gandhi House
 7 . Green Panther- Subhash House

 8. Health and Wellness -Subhash House
 9. The Rising Sportstars- Gandhi House 

 10. Crazy Artsy- Gandhi House

 Overall Winner(August) 
 Gandhi House





We at KMS, organised an engaging and educational play designed for nursery children.    
18th August This play aimed to raise awareness among young children about the

importance of being cautious and understanding safety guidelines. Through a captivating
storyline, interactive dialogues, and relatable characters, the play intended to empower
children with valuable knowledge while fostering a sense of security.The play revolved

around a group of cheerful and curious  nursery students who encounter a series of
situations involving strangers. Each situation offered an opportunity to teach the children

about the concept of strangers and how to stay safe in different scenarios. The play's
main focus was on imparting essential safety skills without causing unnecessary fear.

Through relatable characters and interactive scenarios, the play empowered children
to make informed decisions and seek help when needed. By fostering a sense of

awareness without causing fear, the play equipped young learners with valuable life
skills that will stay with them as they grow.

Strangers are
dangerous

Strangers are
dangerous

Click here 

https://youtu.be/E2ozO5naZjg?si=aeuEGbFsaSiY9HC3
https://youtu.be/E2ozO5naZjg?si=aeuEGbFsaSiY9HC3


School Health And
Wellness

Workshop
An offline worshop on the topic - School health and
wellness was conducted at Kamal Model Sr. Sec.
School, Mohan garden from 1st August, 2023 to
4th August, 2023. The workshop was conducted
under the guidance and support of Dr. Vandana
Tandon, the Principal of our school and also the
Academic Directors Ms. Sakshi Tandon and Ms.

Pramila Mishra.
School health and wellness talked about a safe and

threatening free environment with emotional and
mental wellbeing for our students which will lead to

holistic growth of an individual.
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For  promoting Value based education in schools, a Capacity Building Programme was
organised by Kamal Model Senior Secondary School on 12th of August at KMS

Auditorium  from 9 am to 2.30 pm. 
The programme commenced with the felicitation of the  Resource Person, Mr.S.
Raghunathan, Mr.Ashwini Kumar, Ms. Asha, Dr. Sharda  Kumar, Mr. Satish kumar,

Followed by the welcome speech of Principal Vandana Tandon ma'am.
 All dignitaries  underlined the importance of values and their necessary application

for a meaningful and successful life. It was accented that FRNV  vision of Value Based  
Education is to make classrooms a congenial place for children to express themselves,

learn forms of interaction and resolve conflicts mutually. They spotlighted that the
National Policy on Education (NPE) intends to prepare students for life in a multi-
lingual, multi-cultural and multi-religious country and that the students need to

appreciate and respect diversity.
The workshop was a perfect platform for an insightful discussion so the teachers of

KMS  find a great opportunity to depict one of the important Value EMPATHY, where
they  brought to light by doing NUKKAD NATAK, why it has become imperative to

impart values to students from early childhood.
 Workshop explored the understanding of values by students at various levels.

Responses and suggestions were invited from the audience about devising strategies
to take forward the notion of values from individual to interpersonal and then

infiltrating in the community, thereby nurturing students to become responsible
global citizens.

FOUNDATION FORFOUNDATION FOR
RESTORATION OFRESTORATION OF

NATIONAL VALUESNATIONAL VALUES





An offline workshop on the topic - CBSE - CBP Learning Outcomes and Pedagogical
Strategies was conducted in Kamal Model Sr. Sec. School, Mohan Garden on 19th August
2023. The workshop was conducted under the guidance and support of our honorable
principal Ma’am - Dr. Vandana Tandon as per the norms of CBSE. and the two resource
persons of the workshop were Mrs. Kalpana Kapoor who is a Certified Leadership coach from
ICF and GCG, Mentor and Master Trainer to organisations, she is currently into mainstreaming
NEP into schools, framing standards and mentoring school leaders on School Quality
Assessment and Assurance Framework (SQAAF) in collaboration with CBSE and Mrs. Mudita
Yadav who is presently in Inclusive Education Department, KRM-Delhi. From our school, 60
teachers attended the workshop.
Firstly, the resource persons acquainted us with the topic, what are learning outcomes in
general. Mrs. Kalpana Kapoor commenced the workshop in a very light note, her behavior
created a smooth ambience for beginning the workshop. There were more than 50 teachers
who attended the workshop. The resource person made groups according to the departments.
Each department had 2 groups.
In the workshop, handouts and other necessary materials were also provided before the
session to give a short introduction related to workshop, moreover, the resource persons
asked us to bring lesson plans and subject enrichment activity related to our respective
departments.Beginning from the discussion over learning outcomes, the motive of having
student centric approach was discussed. There were number of approaches which were taken
into accounts. Specifically, focus was driven towards bloom’s taxonomy to ensure the correct
pattern of framing the right questions based on the rightly framed learning outcomes.
Importantly, they talked about how to build 4Cs – Critical thinking skills, Creativity skills,
Collaborative Skills and Communication Skills, promote positive behaviour and focuses on
holistic development when it comes to students undertaking CBSE approach. The workshop
was fruitful and pleasure to attend. It also incorporated basic techniques in our daily life
teaching. It promotes development of reaching to the highest level of understanding the topic
– From remembering to creativity (according to bloom’s taxanomy). Mrs. Mudita Yadav taken
all the pedagogical strategies involved in our daily teaching. She made a group of 6 members
and elaborated one strategy to each group. Each group was asked to present a role play based
on some pre-determined instructions and rubrics.

CBSECBSECBSE
LEARNING OUTCOMES ANDLEARNING OUTCOMES ANDLEARNING OUTCOMES AND

PEDAGOGICAL STRATEGIESPEDAGOGICAL STRATEGIESPEDAGOGICAL STRATEGIES   



CBSECBSECBSE
LEARNING OUTCOMES ANDLEARNING OUTCOMES ANDLEARNING OUTCOMES AND

PEDAGOGICAL STRATEGIESPEDAGOGICAL STRATEGIESPEDAGOGICAL STRATEGIES   
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It was an enriching and educational experience. Firstly,
we visited India Gate which is located near the Kartavya

Path on the eastern edge of the “Ceremonial Axis” of
New Delhi, formerly called Rajpath. We even visited the
war Memorial located just beside India Gate under the

supervision of Miss Neha subramanyam who told us
about the Sacrifices of our soldiers for the protection of
our country. We also saw ‘Amar Jawan Jyoti’,  refers to
the immortal sacrifices made by the martyrs which we

all will remember. It also displayed the unending
courage and determination of soldiers. Later on, we

visited Andhra Pradesh Bhavan beautified by the
mesmerising idols of Tirupati Balaji and Maa Durga. We

tasted the amazing cuisine. 

This visit fostered our sense of respect and gave us the
idea of how diverse are country actually is!

A visit to India Gate

and Andhra Pradesh

Bhavan

A visit to India Gate

and Andhra Pradesh

Bhavan

https://youtu.be/Sp6MWLnymJI




A visit to Gandhi
Smriti

It was an enriching educational experience.
Gandhi Smriti Museum, located on the

historic Tees Hazari Road in New Delhi, is a
tribute to the life and teachings of Mahatma
Gandhi, fondly known as the Father of the

Nation. 
Formerly known as Birla Bhavan or Birla

House, this museum offered a unique
glimpse into the final days of Mahatma
Gandhi's life. As students explored the

premises, they witnessed the place where
he lived and worked during his time in

Delhi.





A Visit to the
Rashtrrapati Bhavan 

The Rashtrapati Bhavan Museum was an
enriching experience that allowed students
of Kamal Model School to delve into the rich
history and legacy of Indian Presidents, as
well as the remarkable journey of India's
freedom struggle. Located in Delhi, this

museum brings together over 200 artifacts,
providing visitors with comprehensive

understanding of India's past.
 

The Rashtrapati Bhavan Museum serves as
a treasure trove of historical significance,

showcasing items that have witnessed
pivotal moments in Indian history. From rare

photographs and documents to personal
belongings of former Presidents, every

artifact tells a compelling story.







On 18 August 2023, Kamal Model Sr. Sec. School hosted a wonderfulOn 18 August 2023, Kamal Model Sr. Sec. School hosted a wonderful
and memorable patriotic group singing competition of boys at theand memorable patriotic group singing competition of boys at the

zonal level. This event was held in our school auditorium wherezonal level. This event was held in our school auditorium where
participants from more than fifteen schools were present .participants from more than fifteen schools were present .

The grand event commenced by the arrival of various teams fromThe grand event commenced by the arrival of various teams from
different schools . Then our esteemed judges, Mr. Yogesh Kumardifferent schools . Then our esteemed judges, Mr. Yogesh Kumar

Shankar and Mr Sukanta Kumar Nayak arrived and made our eventShankar and Mr Sukanta Kumar Nayak arrived and made our event
even more wonderful . The zonal head secretary - Ms. Seema Garg alsoeven more wonderful . The zonal head secretary - Ms. Seema Garg also

joined this event and encouraged our participants with greatjoined this event and encouraged our participants with great
enthusiasm. She also motivated the students to participate in theseenthusiasm. She also motivated the students to participate in these

types of cultural events to get awared about our culture and folk musictypes of cultural events to get awared about our culture and folk music
. It was truly a mesmerizing show as teams from various schools. It was truly a mesmerizing show as teams from various schools

performed very well and each team gave their best . Everyone sat gluedperformed very well and each team gave their best . Everyone sat glued
to the show . The event was really enjoyable and it was an honour forto the show . The event was really enjoyable and it was an honour for
our school to organise such a beautiful event . The compositions thatour school to organise such a beautiful event . The compositions that

were full of patriotism and immense love for our nation raised thewere full of patriotism and immense love for our nation raised the
feeling of passion and dedication in everyone's heart towards theirfeeling of passion and dedication in everyone's heart towards their

nation.nation.  
Every performance was best but as always the team of our school whoEvery performance was best but as always the team of our school who

was over the top got the first position in the event. The competitionwas over the top got the first position in the event. The competition
was extremely magnificent and indelible.was extremely magnificent and indelible.

ZONAL PATRIOTICZONAL PATRIOTIC
SONGSONG

COMPETITIONCOMPETITION  





ZONAL YOGAZONAL YOGAZONAL YOGA
COMPETITIONCOMPETITIONCOMPETITION   

Kamal Model Sr. Sec. School hosted an
enthusiastic and extraordinary

competition at the zonal level. This was
held in our school wherein participants

from more than fifteen schools were
present.

The grand event commenced by the
arrival of various teams from different

schools . Then our esteemed judges made
our event even more wonderful by

bringing their experience and trust in our
school. The zonal head secretary also
joined this event and encouraged our

participants with great enthusiasm. She
also motivated the students to

participate and give their 100% to the
field of yoga with utmost dedication. It
was truly a mesmerizing show as teams

from various schools performed very well
and each team gave their best . Everyone

sat glued to the  entire competition.
Every student gave their best but as

always the team of our school who was
over the top and got the first position in
the zonal competition. The competition

was extremely magnificent and indelible.
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Inter School 

Accomplishments
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Event Name - Ad Mad
Student Name-

Kajal
Class 6
i i



VSPKVSPKVSPK

Class 6
Student name
1. Aliya jabeen
2. Aliya Singh

Class 4
Student name

1. Harshita 

Event Name- Paint Your Umbrella 



VANDANA INTERNATIONAL
SCHOOL 

SYNERGIYASYNERGIYASYNERGIYA
Event 1- Dolliversa
Position- 3rd Prize

Class - I and II
Participants- 
1. Dhruv Rana 
2.Pranay Jha Event 4- Mosiac

 Marvel
Position- 2 prize

Participant
1. Krisang

Event 2 - Monument 
Mirage

Class- I and II
Participants-

1. Tamanna Khan
2. Kanak Jha



Event 3- Folkloric
Position- 2nd Prize

Class- 3
Participants

1. Arpit 
2. Nitya 
3. Ronav

 4. Anabia
5.Anukriti
6.Shaurya

SYNERGIYASYNERGIYASYNERGIYA
Event - Rhythmique
Position- 2nd Prize

Class-6-8
Participants
1. Subhani

2. Himanshi Rawat
3.Nitya
4. Laiba

5. Tanishka
6. Sukiriti

7. Shanaya
8.Bhawana



Event Name- Globo-Nomics
Position - 3rd
Participant-
 DAKSH   

Event Name- Millet Mania 
Position - 2nd
Participants-

1.YASHI 
2.NITIKA 
3. PALAK 

Event Name- Stamp Designing
Position - 2nd
Participant-

 VEDANSH VEDWAL

Kalka Public SchoolKalka Public School  

ASN Public SchoolASN Public School  

Event Name- Technovanza 
Position - 3rd

Class- 11
Participants-

1. Samar 
2.shreshth sahay 



An inspiring celebration of achievement organised for
honouring the 24 triumphs who excelled at the Special
Olympics World - Summer Game, 2023, Berlin, along with the
gracious presence of Mrs. Mallika Naada, the chairperson of
Special olympics Bharat and Ramesh Bidhuri at Vandana
International School. The event shone with the incredible
performances of CWSN students, showcasing their
determination and inclusion in embracing inner qualities. Our
chairman sir - Dr. V.P. Tandon and our principal - Dr. Vandana
Tandon also graced the event. CWSN Students of Kamal Model
Sr. Sec. School performed at the event. In the era, where
inclusion and diversity are celebrated, we, at KMS try to
recognise the transformational needs and provide students
with a room of opportunities to showcase their talent on a
global platform. Our children students and desires performed a
*skit* - UDAAN - they depicted the essence of freedom,
encouragement and support provided by our school authorities
and faculties. Along with this, they showcased their skills in
dance, music and an act. Students of our school performed
willingly and enthusiastically. They enjoyed each and every bit
of that event which was appreciated and applauded by their
loved ones and everyone else present there.

Celebration of Triumph
by our exceptionals

Celebration of Triumph
by our exceptionals

https://youtu.be/J9M0bYDSKHA?si=c7cRvdbSstAu3EGP
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APPRECIATION
VOTE OF

 
On behalf of the entire Editorial Team, we would like to

extend our heartfelt gratitude to all of you for your
invaluable contributions to our school chronicle. Your

dedication and creativity have truly made each edition a
success.

We appreciate the time and effort you've put into capturing
memorable moments, sharing stories related to those
moments, and crafting reports. Your enthusiasm for

showcasing the talents and achievements of our school
community has been inspiring. We also want to express our

gratitude to our teachers for preparing the students for
participation in various activities and giving support and

guidance throughout the process. Without your
encouragement, none of this would have been possible.
Thank you for being an essential part of our school

chronicle journey. 




